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Executive Summary
This document contains pedagogical guidelines and exemplary science materials and will be used in
parallel with the ‘Manual to Plan and Perform School Community Projects’ developed by WP3,
henceforth referred to as WP3 Manual.
The objective of this document is to provide pedagogical and scientific materials that can be used
as educational basis to run School Community Projects (SCPs) once the SCPs have already been
initiated by using the WP3 Manual. The main target group of this document is SCP leaders in their
capacity as pedagogical leaders, although the SCP participants can also take benefit from it.
The main pedagogical basis for SCPs stem from Project‐Based Learning (PBL), a model that organizes
students’ learning around projects. PBL is often associated with Inquiry‐Based Learning (IBL),
Inquiry‐ Based Science Teaching (IBST) or scientific practices. The common denominator among
these approaches is the student‐centredness in which students are actively engaged in tackling
problem‐solving processes like raising questions to investigate, planning investigations, selecting
methods, collecting data, evaluating and communicating results. In the MOST project, the scope of
PBL/IBL has to be enlarged to include the community members, school director or stakeholders as
participants, with the topic/theme covering authentic environment related issues (e.g. waste and
energy) and promoting girls’ participation. We try to take these into consideration in this document.
In the first part of this document the SCP leaders will get insight into research‐based pedagogical
aspects relevant to SCPs in terms of:





Valued Outcomes
Features of SCP problems
Features of SCP ways of working
SCP leaders as pedagogical leaders

The second part of this document presents best practice exemplary science materials that are
collected from each partner countries. The materials are elaborated in relation to both the WP3
Manual and the pedagogical guidelines in this document.
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1. Introduction
The School Community Projects (SCPs) in the MOST project are based on the pedagogical
approaches that stem from Project‐Based Learning (PBL) (Thomas, 2000), a model that organizes
students’ learning around projects. PBL is associated with cooperative learning and inquiry‐based
approaches also known as Inquiry‐based Learning (IBL), Inquiry‐Based Science Teaching (IBST) or
scientific practices (Crawford, 2014). These approaches involve learners (usually students at
schools) tackling processes like raising challenging questions (or problems) to investigate, planning
investigations, selecting scientific approaches, collecting data, seeking explanations, evaluating and
communicating the results and proposed solutions. The problems’ subject of the investigations can
be challenging questions taken from authentic, realistic problems faced in real life (society). In the
problem‐solving processes through PBL or IBL, students not only apply, analyze and evaluate their
existing scientific knowledge, they also are encouraged and engaged to create new knowledge in
terms of the solutions proposed. This necessitates the development of higher order thinking as
indicated for instance by the higher level in the Bloom’s taxonomy (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001).
In this document we use the terms PBL and IBL interchangeably and sometimes together as PBL/IBL;
in essence it covers student‐centred teaching and learning.
Although schools play a central role as the hubs of the SCPs, the SCPs’ participants include
contributors outside schools such as stakeholders from business and politics or other community
members (see WP3 manual). It is expected that each participant will contribute with their expertise
in the problem‐solving process in innovative ways. The setting in which the PBL or IBL pedagogical
approaches are employed in the SCPs become different than the ‘usual’ teaching‐learning setting
involving only teachers and their students that is largely documented in the literature (e.g Maaß &
Artigue, 2013; Pedaste et al., 2015). The mechanism of learning and creation of new knowledge in
MOST will depend on the interactions not only between teachers‐students or students‐students,
but also between teachers, students and the other contributors (see Manual WP3 regarding SCP
participants). We see therefore the need for re‐conceptualizing (re‐defining) PBL or IBL when it is
used as the pedagogical basis of SCPs.
The main target group of this document is SCP leaders, whom according to WP3 Manual can be a
teacher, a head teacher/ director, or a community member for example a student teacher, a parent,
or a teacher educator (researcher). Since the objective of this document is to provide educational
basis there will be many considerations that stem from teaching‐learning activities that a teacher
will easily recognize and adapt to the context of classroom teaching. However, since we target a
larger audience of possible SCP leaders, and that SCPs will go beyond classroom teaching, we will
try to enlarge these considerations to include all aspects in the MOST SCPs. Whenever relevant, we
will refer to the INCREASE Trail Map provided in the WP3 Manual.
This document consists of two main parts, the first part is the pedagogical guidelines, the second
one is a collection of exemplary materials. We have inserted references to show that these
guidelines are research‐based, however the SCP leaders are not required to go through the
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references to make use of the pedagogical guidelines. Appendices on the other hand, may contain
additional information or details that the SCP leaders may find useful either as guide or source of
inspiration. Two appendices are attached; the first one contains a list of pedagogical resources
available online, the second one gives examples of competency goals from some curricula.

2. Pedagogical Guidelines at a Glance
Figure 1 summarizes the pedagogical guidelines of MOST SCPs. The summary offers an overview of
valued outcomes, features of SCP problems, features of SCP ways of working, as well as the roles of
SCP leaders as pedagogical leaders.
The notion of valued outcomes is introduced as an attempt to enlarge the notion of ‘learning
outcome’. The latter is usually closely related to the curriculum’s learning goals at specific school
grades, while valued outcomes is related to knowledge, skills or attitude for life‐long learning, and
is relevant not only to students at school but all participants of SCPs as described in WP3 Manual.
The features of SCP problems are closely related to “Themes and Topics” in WP3 Manual, p.12; in
these guidelines we give the pedagogical basis for why jointly decided, authentic problems will be
meaningful to the participants and contribute to their learning, including the relevance to girls.
In the features of SCP ways of working we address pedagogical principles derived from ways of
working using student‐centred and dialogic approaches.
In the part SCP leaders as pedagogical leaders, we outline the roles of SCP leaders using the same
structure as in the INCREASE Trail Map (WP3 Manual), but here we will look at these roles from the
pedagogical point of view. In case the SCP leaders are not a teacher, we recommend the SCP leaders
to collaborate with teachers and delegate some of these roles to the teachers.
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Features of SCP problems:
Valued Outcomes:
 Inquiring minds: critical and creative
 Understanding how science and math are
used in solving real-life problems related to
environment.
 Cross-cutting competencies for
sustainability:
o System thinking competency
o Collaboration competency
o Critical thinking competency
o Self-awareness competency
o Problem-solving competency
o Anticipatory competency
o Normative competency
o Strategic competency
 Communication skills

Features of SCP ways of working:
Within schools, between schools and local
communities





Student-centred
Collaborative: group works
Dialogic and interactive
Respectful; value mistakes as learning
opportunity
 Multi perspective approach of problem
 Attentive to girls’ interest and motivation

 Authentic and Co-created:
o Shared ownership
o Motivation
 Environmental related SSI (waste and
energy)- Possibly broken into sub-problems;
multiple possible solutions.
 Meaningful and relevant; including to girls
 Scientific or technological strategies required

SCP leaders as pedagogical leaders:
Value & facilitate SCPs ways of working
 CO-CREATE:
o Quality control of the SCP problems
 ACT:
o Providing guidance:
 Frames
 Support Structures
o Formative Assessment
 Critical phases
 Build on pre-knowledge
 Self- and peer assessment
o Align SCPs to curriculum
o Role model in learning processes
o Leading problem-solving process
 SHARE
o Age and ability appropriate
o Equipping students with necessary skills
o Possibility of conducting assessment
 EVALUATE:
o Summative assessment

Figure 1. Overview of pedagogical guidelines of SCPs
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3. Pedagogical guidelines for SCPs
In the sections that follow, we will elaborate on the overview given in Figure 1.

Valued Outcomes
Research has shown that IBL can have a positive impact on learners’ achievement and attitudes
towards science (Aktamis, Hiğde & Özden, 2016; Bergem, Kaarstein & Nilsen, 2016; Bruder &
Prescott, 2013). IBL promotes transversal skills and allows all learners (regardless of gender, culture,
health‐condition and so on) to work scientifically because they work at their own pace and use
different kinds of skills (cf. Maass & Mischo 2012, Maass & Artigue 2013).
Due to the concept of open schooling and the nature of school community projects (Manual, WP3),
in the MOST project the term ‘learning’ refers not only to students’ learning at school, but
encompassing larger context both formal and informal learning, at school or outside school, and the
learning of the students, the teachers and the community members participating in the SCPs
through cooperative activities. What we mean by ‘learning’ is ill‐defined enough in the usual context
of formal learning at school, but broadly it entails a form of gained either knowledge or skills, or a
change in attitude/disposition or beliefs of the learners. This broad definition/view of learning is
considered applicable in the context of MOST and we choose to refer to learning as ‘Valued
Outcomes’ which we will elaborate below:
Inquiring minds: critical and creative
Working with SPCs promotes the development of inquiring minds; critical and creative. Inquiry skills
include the ability to formulate research questions based on authentic problems in the society, to
formulate hypothesis, to plan and carry out investigations, to present and discuss the results. To do
so, cognitive processes involving scientific reasonings using logic and building coherent arguments
will be enhanced. Observations and data collected from the real world will be subject for testing,
critiques and argumentations; statements will be subject for explanations based on evidence; there
will be need for creative thinking in order to look for innovative ways of finding the best solutions
to the problems (e.g. Osborne, 2014). PBL and IBL as the basis of MOST pedagogical approaches has
earlier been reported to lead to improved attitudes to learning, self‐esteem and creativity. It helps
students acquire problem solving and critical thinking abilities, better work habits and deeper
learning (Thomas, 2000).
Understanding how science and math are used in solving real‐life problems related to environment
As SCP partners make authentic connections to real life, particularly to cross‐cutting environmental
issues like the topics covered in MOST they will learn to apply procedural and content knowledge
from science and mathematics in real life. Implementing real‐life problems has the potential to raise
interest, support scientific understanding due to tangible examples, foster scientific literacy (Steen,
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2001) and show the relevance of science (Maass, 2004). Not only the students and the teachers, the
community members will also benefit from these valued outcomes since they will be actively
involved in the problem‐solving process.
Cross‐cutting competencies for sustainability
To be able to solve the SCP problems related to environment (see also Features of SCP Problems),
students need to develop certain key competencies that allow them to engage constructively and
responsible. These cross‐cutting key competences are generally seen as crucial to advance
sustainable development (see UNESCO, 2017):
 Systems thinking competency
 Collaboration competency
 Critical thinking competency
 Self‐awareness competency
 Problem‐solving competency
 Anticipatory competency
 Normative competency
 Strategic competency
These key competencies can be understood as transversal, context independent and multifunctional,
meaning they encompass certain situations and context. They do not replace the specific scientific
or mathematical competencies necessary to solve a problem in a specific context. The development
of these key competences should happen at age‐appropriate level. The competencies are explained
below (taken or adapted from UNESCO, 2017); we will see that some of them are inter‐related:
System thinking competency
System thinking competency deals with the abilities to recognize and understand relationships; to
analyze complex systems; to think of how systems are embedded within different domains and
different scales; and to deal with uncertainty (UNESCO, 2017).
Collaboration competency
Collaboration competency refers to the abilities to learn from others; to understand and respect the
needs, perspectives and actions of others (empathy); to understand, relate to and be sensitive to
others (empathic leadership); to deal with conflicts in a group; and to facilitate collaborative and
participatory problem solving (UNESCO, 2017). Studies documented that students who work
collaboratively generally perform better than those working alone, because those working alone
tend to use limited and in‐efficient problem‐solving strategies (e.g. Aronson & Osherow, 1980;
Treisman, 1985 in Pfeiffer, Feinberg & Gelber, 1987).
Critical thinking competency
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Critical thinking is one of the 21st century key skills for young people to develop into competent
individual in their own lives, both as individuals, citizens, and employees. Critical thinking can often
be described as dispositions within an individual or as skills, such as judging and evaluating, and is
described as normative because specific criteria, especially scientific, can be used in the assessment
of its qualities (Bailin et al., 1999). Dispositions have been referred to as attitudes or habits of mind
and can be described as the inner motivation that promotes a critical thinking to apply their critical
skills (Facione, 1990). Facione (1990) categorizes skills into six core categories (interpretation,
analysis, evaluation, inference, explanation and self‐regulation). Critical thinking competency for
sustainability covers the ability to question norms, practices and opinions; to reflect on own one’s
values, perceptions and actions; and to take a position in the sustainability discourse (UNESCO,
2017).
Self‐awareness competency
Self‐awareness competency refers to the ability to reflect on one’s own role in the local community
and (global) society; to continually evaluate and further motivate one’s actions; and to deal with
one’s feelings and desires (UNESCO, 2017). We can consider this competency as a pre‐requisite for
the development of Facione’s (1990) critical thinking skills in the context of education for
sustainable development.
Problem‐solving competency
Working with SCPs promotes the development of problem‐solver attitudes and skills associated to
problem‐solving competency. Problem‐solver attitudes comprises among others open‐mindedness,
being flexible, dispositions to consider a wide range of alternatives, belief in their own ability to solve
the problem at hand, and view of a problem or a mistake as a challenge or an opportunity to learn
rather than a source of frustration (Pfeiffer, Feinberg & Gelber, 1987, p. 105‐106). Even though some
problems are not solved despite all efforts and the best approaches, a problem solver with a good
attitude will make the best out of the circumstances and think that all is not lost. A good problem
solver takes a larger perspective and is willing to see the connections between the different parts.
While the attitudes are related to the learners’ dispositions and belief, the problem‐solver skills deal
with the abilities to conduct/ proceed in the problem‐solving processes. Examples of problem‐solver
skills are the ability to see the larger pictures and not getting lost in unnecessary details, to analyse
the complexity of problems and break down into manageable portions, to apply relevant procedural
and content knowledge to the problems, to anticipate possible outcomes of different strategies
employed, to think critically at all stages, and to communicate the results (e.g. Osborne, 2015;
Pfeiffer, Feinberg & Gelber, 1987; Thomas, 2000). In addition to the attitude and skills mentioned
above, we should include those related to collaborative ways of working, such as the disposition to
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collaborate, to listen to each other’s arguments and challenge them respectfully, and the skills to
do so.
UNESCO (2017) defines problem‐solving competencies for sustainability as the overarching ability
to apply different problem‐solving frameworks to complex sustainability problems and develop
viable, inclusive and equitable solution options that promote sustainable development. From the
descriptions of problem‐solver attitude and skills above, the problem‐solving competency as
defined by UNESCO (2017) relates to the other sustainability competencies mentioned in UNESCO
(2017): system thinking, self‐awareness, critical thinking and collaboration competencies, as well as
to the ones shortly elaborated below:
Anticipatory competency
In sustainability, this competency encompasses the ability to understand and evaluate multiple
futures – possible, probable and desirable; to create own’s visions for the future; to apply the
precautionary principle; to assess the consequences of actions; and to deal with risks and changes
(UNESCO, 2017).
Normative competency
Normative competency deals with the abilities to understand and reflect on the norms and values
that underlie one’s actions; and to negotiate sustainability values that underlie one’s actions; and
to negotiate sustainability values, principles, goals, and targets, in a context of conflicts of interests
and trade‐offs, uncertain knowledge and contradictions (UNESCO, 2017).
Strategic competency
This competency touches upon the abilities to collectively develop and implement innovative
actions that further sustainability at the local level and further afield (UNESCO, 2017).
Communication skills
Working in SCPs promotes students’ competency and skills dealing with communication not only
within schools (with teachers or classmates) but outside schools as well (e.g. community members,
stakeholders). Thus, SCPs offer students the opportunity to develop their soft skills and language
skills in a real‐world context. For instance, students will learn on how to communicate ideas in ways
understandable to others, positioning themselves with respect to each other’s and to other SCP
partners, negotiate the terms of the project, conduct and participate to meetings and/or exhibitions
either digitally or non‐digitally, etc. In order to do so, they have to learn to make conscious language
choice to shape the intended purpose of communication, to use a range of sources, organizational
and presentation features to match with the target audience (e.g. Sanders, 2003; see also examples
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of learning outcome on Collaborative and communicative skills in Appendix 2). Not only students
but the SCP leaders and community members will also take benefit in developing their
communication and collaborative skills, since they have to adapt their communication style to the
students’ abilities depending on the age group of the students. Communication skills will be
promoted at all phases of the INCREASE Trail Map provided by WP3 Manual.

Features of SCP problems
Concrete examples of SCP problems will be presented at the section Exemplary Science Materials.
In this section we elaborate pedagogically on some general features of SCP Problems that have been
presented in the WP3 Manual.
Authentic and Co‐created
SCP problems are meant to be real problems faced in the society, identified by the group of
participants in a co‐creation process (see WP3 Manual). Involving students in real societal
endeavours, including the involvement in producing work of direct use to society, can be described
as authenticity (Roth, van Eijck, Reis, & Hsu, 2008). Authenticity has been discussed in education for
decades. The authenticity of science education not only concerns the design of educational activities,
but also the content of what is being taught (Anker‐Hansen & Andreé, 2019). Based on a series of
empirical studies, Crawford (2012, p.39) state that when children engage in real‐world, authentic
investigations, connect their prior knowledge to new learning experiences, and are supported by a
knowledgeable other in learning the cultural tools of science, they will gain a deeper understanding
of science.
In creating an authentic context that scaffolds children in pursuing answers to scientific questions,
it is important that the questions have some importance to the life of the learner. Authenticity to
the learner does not necessarily mean that the topic is of cutting‐edge importance to research
scientists. The authentic science investigation may likely be embedded in a local community
problem requiring a systematic approach for answering a question. The findings may not
revolutionize the scientific world, but the experience may revolutionize the learner’s thinking
(Crawford, 2012, p.39).
The fact that the SCP problems are co‐created and stem from authentic situations in the participants’
real‐life entails a shared ownership (and shared responsibilities) among the participants (See WP3
Manual). This shared ownership satisfies the participants’ need of autonomy and relatedness to the
problems, which according to the self‐determination theory are closely related to the cultivation of
intrinsic motivation (Brooks & Young, 2011). Intrinsic motivation defines an activity done for “its
own sake” out of sense of the sheer satisfaction it provides. The opposite is extrinsic motivation in
which the activities are done with an expectation of external rewards (Ryan & Deci, 1985). SCP
problems are designed to cater not only with extrinsic motivation in mind (see e.g. MOST Fair and
appreciation for best SCP solution, WP3 Manual, SHARE‐phase), but mostly aiming at cultivating
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intrinsic motivation, by engaging learners with shared problems that touch their real‐life and
challenge them at different domains (intellectual, social, perhaps emotional).
Environmental related Socio‐Scientific Issues (SSI) on waste and energy
Problems related to the topics waste and energy are often socio‐scientific issues, with
environmental, social and economic dimensions, and interdisciplinary approaches combining
learning outcomes from several school subjects are suitable (see Appendix 2). There is no finite
answer to the problems. Instead, there might be multiple possible solutions and solution strategies.
To solve the problems, you need expertise from different participants, especially community
members. Thus, SCPs can with advantage be broken into smaller, more specific sub‐problems. For
concrete examples of problems and sub‐problems, please see chapter 4 Exemplary materials.
Meaningful and relevant; including to girls
By taking into account both personal and cultural aspects of authenticity in the design of a variety
of tasks, science education could contribute to better supporting students in making sense of both
the cultural contexts of scientific practices and their personal relations to those activities (Anker‐
Hansen & Andreé, 2019, p.62). SCP problems are supposed to be meaningful to participants, in
sense of that they feel purposeful and significant in the participants everyday life.
Ideally, SCP problems should also be relevant to participants, eg. in the way that the topics are
aligned with the curriculum or policy strategies. Since the SCPs are performed within the context of
MOST, the problems are restricted to environmental issues, in particular the two topics waste and
energy. These topics are in line with the sustainable development goals (SDGs), eg. Affordable and
clean energy (goal no 7) and Responsible consumption and production (goal no 12) (UNESCO, 2017),
and Education for sustainable development (ESD) is a key instrument to achieve these SDGs:
“ESD aims at developing competencies that empower individuals to reflect on their own actions,
taking into account their current and future social, cultural, economic and environmental impacts,
from a local and a global perspective. Individuals should also be empowered to act in complex
situations in a sustainable manner, which may require them to strike out in new directions; and to
participate in socio‐political processes, moving their societies towards sustainable development”
(UNESCO, 2017, p.7).
Girls are more idealistically oriented than boys. They want to contribute to something that is
important for society, help other people, work with animals or contribute to find solutions to
environmental problems (Schreiner et al. 2010, p. 100, see Sinnes & Løken, 2014). In female friendly
science education, teaching materials should build on:




girls’ special interests and experiences
incorporate scientific knowledge developed by females and oppressed,
show examples of how scientific knowledge is biased by its developers,
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be political in terms of visualising the oppression of females and non‐western people

(Sinnes & Løken, 2014).
Scientific or technological strategies required
According to the WP3 Manual (p.12), SCP problems should be the types that require scientific or
technological solutions. It means that the participants should apply problem‐solving strategies that
employ scientific or technological knowledge and skills. When working using those strategies, the
application of mathematical knowledge and skills is often necessary.
In the next section we will describe some selected strategies (ways of working) within the SCPs that
support the valued outcomes given above, and which are in line with the problems’ characteristics.
[the final version of this guideline will present best practice examples of SCP problems collected
by MOST partners]

Features of SCP ways of working
The WP3 Manual outlines SPC ways of working from the organizational point of view. In these guides
we address the features of SCP ways of working from the pedagogical principles derived from
student‐centred and dialogic teaching and learning approaches. We include the girl perspective in
addition.
Student‐centred
Introduction wise, we presented the PBL and IBL as the pedagogical background for the SCPs. These
are teaching and learning approaches in which students are presupposed to be actively involved, as
opposed to the role of students as passive receiver of knowledge in the traditional approach. See
the introduction for the description of what students usually do in PBL/IBL. These student‐active
approaches are aligned with suggestions from Wals and Dillon (2013) referred in Sinnes (2015,
p.110) on methods for teaching for sustainability, in which students actively ask questions,
investigate, and collaborate.
Collaborative: group work
The SCPs take place within schools, and between schools and local communities. Due to the nature
of the SCPs, all projects should be conducted as group work as presented in the WP3 Manual and
for the reasons outlined in the Valued Outcomes. However, not all group work will automatically
lead to effective learning unless the group work is carefully lead and managed by the teachers or
SCP leaders.
A characteristic of effective group work is when the participants develop positive inter‐dependency;
they neither compete with each other (destructive inter‐dependency), nor working individually
14

without interaction inside the group (no inter‐dependency). Strategies on how to structure and
manage effective group work can for example be found in Cooperative Learning (link given in
Appendix 1).
Dialogic and interactive
It is important that the participants have a dialogic and interactive approach (Mortimer & Scott,
2003), are open‐minded and respectful and take multiple perspectives of the problem. For students
to be able to show and practice reflection and argumentation, exploratory talk (Mercer & Dawns,
2008) should be practiced. To succeed with this kind of communication, SCP leaders and participants
must value mistakes as learning opportunities. Exploratory talk is characterized by the following
(Mercer & Dawns, 2008):












everyone is actively listening
students ask questions
students share relevant information
ideas can be challenged
reasons for the challenges are given
contributions are based on what has happened / been learned before
everyone is encouraged to contribute
ideas and opinions are treated with respect
it is an atmosphere of trust
it is a sense of a shared purpose
the group seeks or has an agreement on joint decisions

Respectful; value mistakes as learning opportunities
SCPs involve multiple participants and stakeholders and implicitly multiple perspectives and various
degrees of pre‐knowledge. Therefore, a respectful approach is a prerequisite to success. SCP leaders
and participants should be aware of the value of failure. Mistakes must be seen as a valuable
component of the learning process, and as part of the progress towards an optimal solution to the
problem.
Multi perspective approach of problems
Socio‐scientific issues are characterized, among other things, by the fact that they do not have one
specific solution. Thus, there is no finite answer and no finite solution strategy to SCP problems, in
which implies a multiple perspective approach, which is often multi‐disciplinary, including non‐
science aspects. This means that you might need to address environmental, social, ethical, political,
as well as economic implications (Fensham, 2012).
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Attentive to girls’ interest and motivation
In female friendly science education, teachers should be responsive to girls’ special interests and
motivation. Teachers should be sensitized on how girls learn. Sinnes and Løken (2014) outline some
examples of strategies to achieve this:








teach in small groups,
develop a non‐competitive environment in science class,
focus on health/body and personal development whenever possible,
link science education to girls’ out of school experiences,
link science education to societal/environmental issues,
visualise the masculine bias in scientific knowledge and priorities, visualise the special
contributions of females to science,
pay extra attention to females in class

Digression digital communication: Through the Covid19 year we have all become experts in
digital communication. The list in the WP3 Manual (Appendix) include links to activities and
digital tools which might be useful in online meetings, online teaching and online evaluation.
[the final version of this guideline will present best practice examples for ways of working
collected by MOST partners, including digital ways of working]

SCP leaders as pedagogical leaders
In the MOST project, schools play an important role as the hubs of the SCPs. It will be expected then
that SCPs will be initiated by schools and that most probably the SCP leader will either be a head
teacher or a teacher, at least at the start. However, as mentioned earlier, there is possibility that
the SCP leader is chosen from other participants such as student teacher or a community member,
for example a teacher educator (researcher) or a parent. It is expected that this happens once the
SCP participants are established and the projects are defined.
In this part we will outline the general roles of the SCP leaders as pedagogical leaders by referring
to the phases in the INCREASE Trail Map provided in the WP3’s SCP Manual.
CO‐CREATE
Ensure quality control of the problems
Once identified, the problems should be formulated as research questions and it is the SCP leaders’
role to make sure that the questions are researchable (can be solved) by using procedural and
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content knowledge appropriate to students’ age group and ability, in science and mathematics as
well in other school subjects.
ACT
This is the phase where the SCPs are carried on (see WP3 Manual). During this phase the role of the
SCP leader is pivotal in leading the overall implementation of SCPs, among others in providing
guidance, aligning to curricula, modelling learning processes and leading problem‐solving processes.
These include conducting formative assessment throughout the project.
Providing guidance
SCP problems differs from the traditional science or math problems in which often there is only one
correct answer or that the answer can be found in the textbooks. SCP problems have the
characteristics of being authentic, reflecting socio‐scientific issues (topic waste and energy) which
are sometimes complex and rather unstructured, with no finite answer or offering multiple possible
solutions. Literature on PBL and IBL shows that the leader’s guidance is pivotal to successful project‐
based or inquiry‐based learning (e.g. Kirschner, Sweller, Clark, 2006). Learners who are given an
adequate amount and the appropriate type of guidance act more skilfully during the task, are more
successful in obtaining topical information from their investigational practices, and score higher on
tests of learning outcomes administered after the inquiry (Lazonder & Harmsen, 2016). Hence it is
important that the SCP leader think in advance how to provide such guidance and/or facilitate the
co‐creation of it in collaboration with the participants.
One way to provide such guidance is by providing participants with:
‐
‐
‐

Frames
Support structures
Formative assessment
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Figure 2. Guidance facilitating students’ learning through PBL/ IBL projects
(Knain, Bjønnes & Kolstø (2019) based among others on Hmelo‐Silver, Duncan og Chinn (2007)

We will elaborate the different parts of the guidance below:
Frames
In the WP3 Manual (p.4) it is outlined the general frame of the project. In this part we complement
the WP3 Manual by outlining the frames from the pedagogical point of view.
The frames (see Figure 2) around the problem (or sub‐problems) give the general context which
forms the background of the SCP problem (or sub‐problems), such as the overarching topic/ theme,
the aim, and the starting point. The frames also limit the extent of the SCP problem (or sub‐
problems) in terms of for instance the choice of method, the stages to follow and the time
constraints. Besides, the frames describe the expected outcome at different stages, such as goals
(see WP 3 Manual about SCP goals), benefits for community members involved, learning outcome
of students, evaluation and assessment forms. The frames also tell the participants about the group
size and the task distribution. Unless the frames have been decided elsewhere, the SCP leader has
to think/plan the frames in advance. If possible, it may be a good idea of discussing the frames
already in the CO‐CREATE phase, so that the participants may have the shared ownership of the
frames.
Examples of questions helpful for making or discussing the frames are:




What is the overarching topic (theme)?
What problem(s) do we want to solve? Is (are) the problem(s) authentic in terms of a real
environmental issue for the (local) society in terms of waste or energy?
What is(are) the aim(s) of this SCP?
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What information do we have as a starting point of SCP?
Can this problem be divided into sub‐problems? How? How many? What issues will each sub‐problem
address? Who will do what in each sub‐problem?
What limitations of the SCP problem should we think? E.g. in terms of topic limitations, area, time,
numbers of informants, etc.
How are we going to divide the students into groups?
What kind of data will be collected? Which methods to follow? (see also WP3 Manual, Evaluation)
What time frame do we have? Plan of progression? (see also WP3 Manual)
For each stage in the progress plan: What are the expected outcomes (students’ learning outcome
and benefit for community members)? How can we assess? (NB! For evaluation of goals see the WP3
Manual).

Furthermore, the frames should be age group appropriate. For instance, SCPs done by primary
school children might have less complexity and less difficulties or cover a smaller scope than those
tackled by lower or upper secondary school students.
The group size might be dependent on the student age group, the complexity of the problem and
the scope of investigation. For instance, for the youngest students (aged 6‐9) we might think that
one whole class (e.g. 20‐40 students) works with one SCP of relatively small scope. While for older
students (aged 10‐14, 15‐19) we might think of letting them work in smaller size groups (e.g. 5‐10
students/group), each tackles a sub‐problem of an SCP of medium‐high or high complexity. If the
scope of SCPs is narrow enough, we might also think that one group of 5‐10 students might be able
to handle one SCP, so that one class of 20‐40 students can work up with up to eight SCPs. Anyhow,
the point is, there should be some flexibility in grouping the students, and the SCP leader is
responsible in defining the limitation of the scope and complexity, and further defining group sizes.
This can be done when the SCP leader know the participants’ pre‐knowledge and experience (see a
separate section further down).
Support structures
The support structures (see Figure 2) for carrying out SCPs are tools the participants get to help
them progress and to ensure a good quality of their work. The number of tools and their types
should be appropriate to the students’ age groups and abilities, as well as the expertise of
community members involved and the tasks. The tools can play the roles of scaffolding when the
students carry on the SCPs. It is usually the teachers who prepare the tools for the students’ use
when they work using the PBL or IBL approaches. Within MOST, it will be the responsibility of the
SCP leader to think of the tools and facilitate the co‐creation of the tools together with the teachers
in case the SCP leader is not a teacher. Examples of tools:
‐

Templates, e.g. for planning investigation, documenting methods and results, reporting, etc.

‐

Appointing roles within student groups, such as group leader, ‘secretary’, etc.
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‐

List of known facts or information sheets necessary for the students to move forward.

‐

Tips or hints for students on how to conduct exploratory talk
(see Thinking Together Resources in Appendix 1)

‐

Tips or hints for students on how to communicate with participants outside schools, such as
business partners, NGO, etc. These may be especially useful for younger students.

‐

Hints for students to anticipate progress, for example questions such as (see also under ACT):
o
o
o
o

‐

What have you tried so far? Is there another way of doing this?
What do you know? What are you trying to do?
How can you be more systematic here?
What can you do to find out if there has been mistakes somewhere?

Timely scheduled progress meetings where groups can meet and discuss progress underway,
learn from each other, give each other feedback, evaluate the quality, and decide on the
next steps. Such meetings require:
o Preparations from all participants
o Communication rules to create an atmosphere of trust (see SCP ways of working).

‐

Criteria of formative and summative assessment.

The SCP leader with or without the collaboration with the participants need also to anticipate the
timing when the different tools should be made available to the participants, and who will provide
them.
Formative assessment
Formative assessment in Figure 2 is part of the guidance, but we choose to present it as separate
section due to its substantiality. Formative assessment includes assessment for learning and
assessment as learning, as opposed to summative assessment or assessment of learning. In
assessment for learning teachers evaluate learners’ progress underway and use the information to
decide on the next steps to be taken to move student learning forward. Formative assessment can
be done spontaneously during the course of the lesson or integrated in the lesson plan (Black,
Harrison, Lee, Marshall, & William, 2003). Whenever possible, it is recommended to include
Formative Assessment in the CO‐CREATE phase so that SCP leaders can plan the SCP with formative
assessment in mind, and involve the participants in co‐creating the criteria. In this case, the SCP
leader has the role of facilitating this.
Three central processes of formative assessment are to elicit: the learners’ prior knowledge (see
the section “Connect to participants’ pre‐knowledge and previous experience” below), where they
are heading to (learning goals, valued outcomes), and what to do in order to help the learners
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achieve the learning goals/ valued outcomes (William & Thompson, 2007, adapted from
Ramaprasard, 1983). Learners should be informed about the learning goals and what are expected
of them. At different stages, they should get feedback on the quality of their work and how to
improve. Learners should also be involved in assessing their own work (self‐assessment) and
assessing each other’s’ work (peer‐assessment).
What should be assessed formatively? Introduction wise and in the section Valued Outcomes, we
mentioned inquiry skills, communication skills and competencies related to sustainability. The
formative assessment should thus be aligned to the Valued Outcomes. Regarding assessment of
inquiry skills and competencies, the SAILS project has summarized the points of what should be
assessed (see link to SAILS in Appendix 1):







Planning investigations
Developing hypotheses:
Forming coherent arguments
Working collaboratively
Scientific reasoning
Scientific literacy

SCP leaders can adapt and add their own items such as the assessment of communication skills and
sustainability competencies.
Formative assessment methods are various. The SCP leaders can for instance conduct classroom
dialog with the students, do observation of the students’ work, collect student materials, facilitate
students’ presentations for example during the regular meetings, facilitate student self‐ and peer‐
assessment, etc. These assessment items will inform the SCP leaders on what feedback the students
need to help them progress.
Critical phases
In working with PBL/IBL approaches it is crucial that at critical phases teachers conduct formative
assessment. Critical phases are phases in the project in which students make decisions that will
affect the rest of their project, such as: finding the problem, formulating research question, making
conjectures, deciding on the investigation methods, deciding how to collaborate and
communicating results. Indeed, formative assessment strategies can be used as scaffolding in the
problem‐solving process (Shepard, 2005). It would be helpful that students beforehand are
informed on formative assessment criteria as part of the planned support structures. Examples of
questions to help preparing formative assessment criteria are:
o
o
o

What are the features of a good/less good problem? How can we formulate the research
question in such a way that it is researchable?
What characterizes good/less good hypotheses?
What characterizes an effective teamwork? Or an effective communication?
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For more information and examples of formative assessment strategies on problem‐solving and IBL
activities, please see the work of the SAILS project (link to SAILS at Appendix 1). As for summative
assessment and its criteria, see the section under SHARE and EVALUATE.
Build on pre‐knowledge and previous experience
Working with a PBL or IBL approaches assumes that students do not start with a “tabula rasa”, a
blank state, but as actively thinking persons with a wide variety of pre‐knowledge and previous
experience, including skills and conceptions. A quote from Ausubel (1968, p.vi) says: “If I had to
reduce all of educational psychology to just one principle, I would say this: The most important single
factor influencing learning is what the learner already knows”. At the CO‐CREATE phase it is this
important that the SCP leader considerate what pre‐knowledge and previous experience the
participants (students and community members alike) can bring to the table so that the SCP can be
tailored and build up accordingly.
Examples of questions to help connecting to participants’ pre‐knowledge and previous experience:






Have the students work with project‐based or inquiry‐based learning approaches before?
If yes, what experience that can be useful for working with these SCPs? If no, what do we
need to do to enable them to work with SCPs?
Which knowledge in science and math have the students previously acquired that is relevant
for the SCPs?
What skills have the students previously mastered in terms of e.g. doing investigations,
communicating, collaborating that can be useful in solving the SCP problems? What new
skills they will have to learn underway while working with SCPs?
What expertise can community members contribute with? What relevant previous
experience do community members have?

Self‐ and peer assessment
Self‐ and peer‐assessments provide opportunities for learners to reflect on their own learning, what
strategies they use, whether the strategies enhance or hinder their learning, and eventually adjust
their strategy. This process promotes the development of metacognition such as self‐monitoring
and self‐regulation. The assessment practices become thus part of the learning process, and in this
regard, we talk about assessment as learning. The progress meetings can be one but not the only
one arena to implement peer‐assessment. Teacher guides on peer‐ and self‐assessment are given
in the PRIMAS project (see link in Appendix 1).
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Alignment of SCPs to curriculum
SCP projects can be aligned to the curriculum (see WP3 Manual). In fact, to ensure the learning
outcomes of the students, SCP leaders should look at the possibility of aligning the SCP goals to the
curriculum. Due to the very nature of SCPs that deal with complex, authentic and sometimes
controversial issues, the alignment to the curriculum can be achieved by interdisciplinary
approaches combining learning outcome from several school subjects, for instance through
combining the Science and the Geography curricula, or the Science, Mathematics, Social Studies
and/ or languages curricula, as well as Technology for example.
To align the curriculum, it will also be easier to align the skills‐based learning goals with some subject
goals also being appropriate to an SCP project. Additionally, in some educational systems, there is
also a requirement to complete a service project which an SCP focused on local issues related to
environmental concerns could fulfil. More details in the Appendix 2.
Role model in learning processes
In the traditional teaching approaches where teachers are the one who “transmit” knowledge and
students are passive receivers, it is common to think of teachers as the one who knows the answer
to the problem. While in the MOST project, the participants are faced to an authentic problem that
none of them know beforehand what best solutions will be. This requires a shift in the teachers’
role, not anymore as the knowledge “dispenser” but as the ones who learn together with the
students. In this regard, it is recommended that the teachers model the learning processes, being
exemplary learners who genuinely interested in solving the problems. This requires a certain
humility in acknowledging that teachers do not necessarily know everything, and instead show the
students how to look for information or discuss to find solution.
At the overarching level, not only the students and their teachers who learn together, we believe
that the head teachers and the community members also learn something in the process of solving
SCP problems. The SCP leader need to be aware of being the role model of the learning processes
both at the classroom or school level (the interaction teachers – students) and between school and
the community (interaction students‐community members).
Examples of questions or prompts to promote modelling learning processes:







I am not sure about this matter, why don’t we investigate it together?
I do kind of agree with your suggestions, however, let’s look from this angle…
I do not know more than you do, why don’t we …. / what about if we do this or that?
(referring to a community member) You are the expert in this matter, what is your point of view?
What if…?
You have found this (solution), what does this mean? (to you, or to the project)
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Leading problem‐solving processes
It is the SCP leader’s role and responsibilities to lead the implementation of SCPs within the frames
decided earlier and provide adequate, necessary support structures at appropriate time to ensure
the progress and the good quality of work.
At classroom level, the SCP leader as pedagogical leader can benefit from some practical advice for
teaching problem solving dealing with unstructured problems (Table 1, from Tackling unstructured
problems, PRIMAS project, link in Appendix 1):
Table 1. Practical advice for teaching problem‐solving
Allow students time to understand and engage
with the problem
Discourage students from rushing in too quickly
or from asking you to help too soon.

Take your time, don't rush.
What do you know?
What are you trying to do?
What is fixed? What can be changed?
Don't ask for help too quickly ‐ try to think it out
between you.

How could you get started on this problem?
Offer strategic rather than technical hints
Avoid simplifying problems for students by What have you tried so far?
Can you try a specific example?
breaking it down into steps.
How can you be systematic here?
Can you think of a helpful representation?
Encourage students to consider alternative
methods and approaches
Encourage students to compare their own
methods.

Is there another way of doing this?
Describe your method to the rest of the group
Which of these two methods do you prefer and
why?

Can you explain your method?
Encourage explanation
Make students do the reasoning and encourage Can you explain that again differently?
Can you put what Sarah just said into your own
them to explain to one another.
words?
Can you write that down?
Model thinking and powerful methods
When students have done all they can, they will
learn from being shown a powerful, elegant
approach. If this is done at the beginning,
however, they will simply imitate the method
and not appreciate why it was needed.

Now I'm going to try this problem myself,
thinking aloud.
I might make some mistakes here ‐ try to spot
them for me.
This is one way of improving the solution.
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The teacher as SCP leader is also encouraged to plan beforehand effective questioning strategies to
build on students’ thinking, even though the implementation should remain flexible and allow time
to follow up responses. Here are some examples of questions that encourage thinking and reasoning,
initially designed for use in IBL approaches, but can be adapted to work with SCPs using PBL/IBL in
MOST project (Table 2, adapted from the PRIMAS project, link in Appendix 1):
Table 2. Examples of questions promoting thinking and reasoning
Beginning an
investigation
(also suitable for
CO‐CREATION
phase)

Progressing with
an investigation

Interpreting and
evaluating
the
results
of
an
investigation

Communicating
conclusions and
reflecting

What do you already know that might be useful here?
What data do we have that justify the problem?
How can you simplify this problem?
What is known and what is unknown?
What assumptions might we make?
Where have you seen something like this before?
What is fixed here, and what can we change?
What is the same and what is different here?
What would happen if I changed this.. to this...?
Is this approach going anywhere?
What will you do when you get that answer?
This is just a special case of ... what?
Can you form any hypotheses?
Can you think of any counterexamples?
What mistakes have we made?
Can you suggest a different way of doing this?
What conclusions can you make from this data?
How can we check this calculation without doing it all again?
What is a sensible way to record this?
How can you best display your data?
Is it better to use this type of chart or that one? Why?
What patterns can you see in this data?
What reasons might there be for these patterns?
Can you give me a convincing argument for that statement?
Do you think that answer is reasonable? Why?
How can you be 100% sure that is true? Convince me!
What do you think of Anne's argument? Why?
Which method might be best to use here? Why?
What method did you use?
What other methods have you considered?
Which of your methods was the best? Why?
Which solutions were the best? Why?
Where have you seen a problem similar to this before?
What helpful strategies have you learned for next time?
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The questioning can also be used for formative assessment purposes, as well as the other strategies
for formative assessment that already been planned at the CO‐CREATE phase. We just repeat here
that for more information and examples of formative assessment strategies on problem‐solving and
IBL activities, please see the work of the SAILS project (link to SAILS at Appendix 1).

SHARE
In the WP3 Manual it is presented different ways to share the SCPs and present the results: MOST
Fair and various public relation strategies.
When it comes to pedagogical considerations, the SCP leaders should consider the following:


Adapt the MOST Fair and the public relation strategies to students’ age group and abilities



Ensure that the students are equipped with the necessary skills. For instance:
o

(if the MOST Fair is digital): Do the students have the digital skills necessary to prepare and
participate at the Fair? If not, how can a training be provided?

Schools usually face time constraints, and in situations where the teachers need to conduct
formative and/or summative assessment, it may be useful to considerate the following:


Align with the valued outcomes and/or eventually learning goals from the curriculum:
o

What can the participants learn through MOST Fair and the various communication
strategies?

o

How can MOST Fair and the various communication strategies be used to the assess the
students, either formative or summative? Based on which criteria?
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EVALUATE
Summative assessment
In the WP3 Manual, it is suggested to conduct evaluation of the SCPs before and after the projects
are carried out in terms of the organization; what was successful/ not, and why. In these pedagogical
guidelines, we see the need to evaluate the SCPs based on scientific /mathematical or technological
point of view; and based on how much the participants have “learnt” and what valued outcomes
has been addressed.
We have previously elaborated on formative assessment, please kindly refer to section ACT. In this
part we outline suggestions on integrating summative assessment as part of the pedagogical
evaluation of the SCPs. It is up to schools and the SCP leaders whether they would like to integrate
summative assessment, but if they would like to do so, it is recommended to inform the students
beforehand about the assessment forms (as part of the frames) and the assessment criteria (as part
of the support structures). The criteria should not cover solely the quality of the product but should
include the process as well.
Kolstø, Bjønnes, Klevenberg & Mestad (2019) suggest that summative assessment of a PBL/IBL
project should address the following:





Practical skills
Ability to work systematically: e.g. to follow the plan, to keep notes/overview of the
progress & challenges, to document data, to communicate results to audience target groups
Understanding of procedure: e.g. what characterize a good research question or hypothesis,
what it means to control variables, what can be measured, what data can be collected, etc.
Knowledge of theory of science: e.g. can explain why argumentation and communication are
important, can evaluate scientific experiments, can build lines of scientific/ technological
reasoning and argumentation based on established knowledge and logical thinking, etc.

An example of summative assessment rubric taken from Kolstø et al. (2019) developed based on
experience in working with IBL projects of various complexity levels and degrees of student
autonomy, is presented in Table 3 below:
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Table 3. An example of summative assessment rubric from Kolstø et al. (2019) (translated from
Norwegian)
What is assessed?
Low
Finding/formulating The question is relevant,
research question
but unsuitable to be
investigated scientifically
or technologically
Formulating
hypotheses

The hypotheses are hardly
connected to the research
question and cannot be
tested scientifically.

Choice of variables

The variables are hardly
relevant

Degree of mastery
Middle
The question is relevant,
but slightly suitable to
be
investigated
scientifically
or
technologically
The hypotheses are
connected
to
the
research question but
are
not
explained/justified
The variables are to
some extent relevant

of The presentation method Appropriate
is either irrelevant or lacks presentation method is
used,
e.g
using
substantial content
illustrations, but there
are some mistakes and
the illustrations are not
explained/justified
Critical discussion The data are hardly The data are discussed
of empirical data
discussed in relation to in relation to the
the research question, research question, but
and the solution is given the discussion is lacking
in depth, e.g. sources of
without justification
error or uncertainty in
measurements are not
considered.
Discussion
of Relevant theory is used for The discussion draws on
but
with relevant theory, and
results in relation to discussion
show connections, but
substantial lack.
established
some parts are missing.
knowledge
Presentation
results

High
The question is relevant,
clearly formulated and
suitable for investigation,
scientifically
or
technologically
The
hypotheses
are
connected to the research
question, are explained and
can be tested scientifically.
The variables are relevant
and are chosen based on
knowledge (theory) and
hypotheses
Appropriate presentation
method is used, e.g using
illustrations,
and
the
method (and illustrations)
are explained/justified.

The data are discussed in
relation to the research
question, and well critically
discussed, e.g. sources of
error or uncertainty in
measurements
are
thoroughly examined and
tackled.
The discussion draws on
relevant
theory,
connections
between
different knowledge areas
are explained, hidden
assumptions are uncovered
and discussed.
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To the lists above, schools and SCP leaders can add their own or adapt the list to match with the
SCPs. For instance, the following assessment items can be added:



Ability to find suitable technological solution to the problem
Socio‐scientific knowledge and skills: e.g. students know about and can:
o Appreciate the inherent complexity of the issue
o Analyze the different perspectives of an issue,
o Explain the contextual nature of the problems,
o Argue about the scientific evidence,
o Recognize the need for information about the uncertain nature of science,
o Employ healthy skepticism to the information,
o Evaluate the role of technology in the society, etc.

(partly adapted from the discussion about Assessment of SSI Learning in Fensham, 2012).
Some strategies of summative assessment are given below, they can be employed independently
or in combination with each other:


Portfolio of documentation:
The students are asked to document neatly every stages of the project by writing log, taking
pictures, making videos, recording data, the solutions to SCP problems etc. and collect them
in one set of portfolio (can be digital) that they deliver at the end of the project. It is
important that the portfolio shows the transparency of the procedure and contains
reflections about what worked well/ not well and why, argumentation of the solution(s)
based on data and about the collaboration.



Tests; specially design to match the valued outcomes of SCPs with SCP way of working.



Student presentations during MOST Fair.
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4. Exemplary Materials; Waste management and Energy
We give here an example of a (thought) SCP that can be used as help and inspiration when SCPs are
to be planned and performed. The final version of this manual will present best practice examples
of materials from the consortium partners.

Example: Waste management
A school in a coastal municipality in Norway decides to run an SCP. For this municipality, plastic in
the sea is a serious environmental problem, because of plastic waste that is brought ashore by wind
and sea currents. Hence, it is decided to run the SCP with plastic in the sea as its overriding theme.
Participants are a science teacher (SCP leader) at the school and students in his class, parents and
representatives from the municipality, local companies and organizations.
Although this is a thought example of an SCP, this is unfortunately an authentic issue for many
coastal communities. It is estimated that worldwide 5 ‐12 million tonnes of plastic end up in the sea
every year (United Nations, 2020). Most of the plastic sinks to the seabed or is washed ashore. As
an example: The company Eider AS at Mausund Field Station collects marine waste along the coast
of Central Norway. Since 2017, approx. 4000 m³ has been collected, most of which is plastic waste.

Figure 3. Plastic waste washed ashore on a small island (Mausund) on the Norwegian coast west of
Trondheim. Photo: Hilde Ervik.
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We elaborate our thought example further by following the same thematic overview as in chapter
3 of this Pedagogical Guidelines (see figure 1), and by following the phases in the INCREASE Trail
map in the WP3 Manual.
Participants and leaders
In the initiation phase, a science teacher at the school was chosen as the SCP leader.
Participants in the SCP were students from the eighth grade in secondary school (age 13), four of
the parents (one of them an employee in the municipal waste company), another employee from
the waste company and one employee from a local environmental protection organization that
specifically works with pollution in the sea. Later in the project, a journalist from a local radio station,
a chemistry student and a physics student who both live in the municipality also joined the group.
Valued outcomes
Through the work on the project, the students gained experience in communicating both in writing
and orally with each other, with experts and with lay people. For example, they discussed types of
plastic with the chemistry student, employees in the waste company and journalists. They applied
knowledge from science and mathematics to real problems, such as calculations of volume and
weight of the waste collected. They developed their inquiring minds by working together to find
good solutions, and saw the value and necessity of being able to make a critical assessment of
available information and their own data when parts of the information and results were in conflict.
Problems
The topic that was selected for this SCP was plastic waste on seashores which is an increasingly
urgent topic in coastal communities in Norway. The main problem was defined as what can the
municipality and society in the area do to reduce the problem of plastic waste along its shorelines.
This complex problem was s divided into several sub‐problems through discussions between the
participants. In the process of defining sub‐problems, the expertise of the different participants was
utilised in order to develop good working hypotheses. The sub‐problems that were decided on was:


Which categories is it relevant to sort the plastic waste into?



How can the different sections best be processed by the municipality and waste handling
company?



Based on the findings in the sampled area, what would be the volume of waste expected
along the whole length of the shoreline in the municipality? Develop a draft plan for handling
of plastic waste along the shorelines in the municipality.
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Investigate the possible origin for the waste and what measures could be taken to contribute
to the reduction of waste production from these sources?

The main problem and the sub‐problems with the corresponding learning activities were aligned by
the teacher to the relevant curriculum.
Ways of working
Following the MOST project’s pedagogical ideas, the work in the groups was centred around the
students with the other participants supporting the students. Emphasis was placed on assuring that
all students’ voices were heard and that the dealings within the group were respectful and open‐
minded. The different sub‐problems allowed students to seek out tasks suitable for their interests
and preferred ways of learning.
The role of the leader
The SCP leader had a role throughout all phases of the project (See WP3 Manual).
INVITE: To motivate and inspire the students, the leader, who is himself a science teacher, held a
kick‐off lesson on the topic of waste management and on sustainability and environmental
awareness. Together with the students, the leader invited local stakeholders to an orientation
meeting. The leader made sure that participants with different backgrounds were invited, such as
from science and research, lay people, and NGOs. The purpose of the meeting was to invite and
include participants in the project.
CO‐CREATE: It was already decided that the theme should be plastic waste in the sea, but in an
interaction between students and the various stakeholders, the project was developed and detailed
so that all partners in the project felt a commitment to the theme. This important process was led
by the SCP leader.
For the SCP leader, it was important to link the various sub‐tasks in the project to the students’ prior
knowledge in science. Among other things, he identified several topics from the curriculum in
science where learning could be achieved through the project.
ACT: The project was carried out over a period of four weeks. Such a long period was possible
because parts of the project could be embedded in the curriculum in Science and Mathematics. The
project also provided relevant tasks for the teaching of Norwegian and English. More than half of
the written sources the students used were in English, and during the project the students
communicated in writing in Norwegian and English both with participants in the project and with
other resource persons.
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A timeline was set, and the leader kept track of it. In periods where the project was behind schedule,
it became an important task for the leader to make the project participants realize this and to
motivate them to find solutions that drove the project forward.
SHARE AND EVALUATE: An important part of the SCP is the communication of the findings. In this
project, a plan was made for communication with the local community through the project and for
presentation of the results. Together with the SCP leader, the students organized an exhibition at
the school and a campaign where students and their families reduced plastic consumption. The
results from the SCP project will be presented at an upcoming MOST Fair. It is the responsibility of
the SCP leader to facilitate this presentation.
The summative assessment of the students’ work was based on portfolios where different texts
were included, among them a report to the municipality on findings and recommendations, a web
site with illustrations from the project and a blog with reports from the practical work in the field.
[the final version of this guideline will present best practice examples of materials from the
consortium partners]

5. Conclusions and Recommendations

[the final version of this guideline will address final conclusions and recommendations]
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7. Appendix 1: Useful pedagogical resources

Link

Description

PRIMAS project

Teacher
guides
and Useful guide for SCP leaders; mostly for
handouts on student led school use but can be adapted to IBL
inquiry,
tackling projects involving actors outside school.
unstructured
problems,
learning concepts through
IBL,
asking
questions
promoting
reasoning,
leading collaborative work,
building on what students
already know, self and peer‐
assessment.

https://primas‐
project.eu/modules/modules
‐english/

SAILS project
http://www.sails‐
project.eu/units.html

PARRISE project
https://www.parrise.eu/
https://www.parrise.eu/boo
klets/

Information

Framework on formative Some of the projects mentioned in the
assessment for inquiry‐ examples touch the environmental issues.
Useful to see examples how teachers and
based learning.
pupils can work on these topics and how
Examples of inquiry‐based formative assessment framework was put
projects implemented in into practice. Also useful to hear teachers’
classroom with embedded reflections on their experiences.
assessment practices.
They
provide
teacher
training
materials
and
classroom examples on how
to involve students in socio‐
scientific issues. A booklet is
available
in
several
languages.

The booklet is for teachers who want to
expand their teaching approaches to
include socio‐scientific issues which enrich
and give meaning to core scientific
principles.
It is meant to enhance young people’s
curiosity about the social and scientific
world and raise important questions
about issues which affect their lives. They
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call this approach Socio‐Scientific Inquiry‐
Based Learning, or ‘SSIBL’ for short.
Thinking together
https://thinkingtogether.edu
c.cam.ac.uk/

Visible thinking
https://www.inquisitive.com
/blog/2019/03/27/visible‐
thinking/
UNESCO learning objectives
https://unesdoc.unesco.org/
ark:/48223/pf0000247444

Bibliography STCSE
http://www.archiv.ipn.uni‐
kiel.de/stcse

Cooperative learning
https://www.context.org/icli
b/ic18/johnson/

Examples on dialogue‐based
approaches
to
the
development of children’s
thinking and learning.

Resources for teachers and teacher‐
trainers to use to develop their own and
their students’ awareness of how talk is
used in classrooms.

A Teacher’s Guide to Visible A practical guide to using thinking routines
in the classroom, with quality ready‐to‐
Thinking Activities
use activities for each type of routine.

Useful description of goals and key
UNESCO, 2017. Education
competences.
for sustainable
development goals: learning
objectives.
STCSE
(Students’
and Database with about 8400 papers on
Teachers’ Conceptions and students’ and teachers’ preconceptions
Science Education)
and misconceptions within different areas
of science
Cooperative learning: Two Useful website about cooperative
heads learn better than one. learning; gives the basic definition of
cooperative learning and how to structure
cooperative interaction

Global
Learning
and The GLOBE Program, A Useful world‐wide website on ideas of
Observations to Benefit the world‐wide Science and activity‐based science teaching programs
Environment
Education Program.
related to ecology and environment.
www.globe.gov
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8. Appendix 2: Examples of competency goals from curricula
This appendix gives concrete examples of competency goals that can be achieved through SCPs. The
examples are taken from the International Middle Years Curriculum (IMYC) 1 , Cambridge
International Lower Secondary Curriculum in Year 8 2 and the new Norwegian curriculum
Kunnskapsløftet 20203, and cover the following points:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Alignment with the curriculum
Content knowledge
Inquiry Skills and Scientific Reasoning
Relevance of Science in Everyday Life and Scientific Literacy
Collaborative and Communicative Skills

a) Alignment with the curriculum:
This part provides examples on how the SCP goals can be aligned with the curriculum if the schools
or SCP leaders wish to do so. One example is by working with an interdisciplinary unit, called
Responsibility, from the International Middle Years Curriculum (IMYC)1, year 8, that is relevant for
SCPs conducted by an international school in Norway.
Example: Unit Responsibility (Year 8)
Responsibility is a unit in Milepost 3 in the International Middle Years Curriculum (IMYC) developed by
Fieldwork. The Responsibility Unit is built around the Big Idea: ‘Each of us in charge of the actions that we
choose’.
All subjects, excluding Mathematics, English and Norwegian are built around the unit plan developed for
the IMYC. Mathematics, English and Norwegian follow the Cambridge International Lower Secondary
Curriculum in Year 82.

Another example is taken from the newly enacted core curriculum for primary and lower secondary
education in Norway, Kunnskapsløftet 20203, that leans on three interdisciplinary pillars, among
other Sustainable Development, that is highly relevant for the SCPs in MOST project.

https://fieldworkeducation.com/curriculums/middle-years
https://www.cambridgeinternational.org/programmes-and-qualifications/cambridge-lower-secondary/
3 https://www.udir.no/lk20/overordnet-del/?lang=eng
1
2
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Example of how sustainable development is connected to the curriculum:

Norwegian Core Curriculum, Kunnskapsløftet 2020, Sustainable Development4
“Sustainable development as an interdisciplinary topic in school shall help the pupils to understand basic dilemmas
and developments in society, and how they can be dealt with. Sustainable development refers to protecting life on
earth and providing for the needs of people who live here now without destroying the possibilities for future
generations to fill their needs. Sustainable development is based on the understanding that social, economic and
environmental conditions are interconnected. (…) In working with this topic, the pupils shall develop competence
which enables them to make responsible choices and to act ethically and with environmental awareness.” (Excerpt
from Kunnskapsløftet, 2020, English version)

b) Content knowledge
Although the SCPs can (should) be built around interdisciplinary themes, within the MOST project it
is important that students and citizens develop science knowledge. This part of the framework aims
to ensure that content‐based competency goals in the Science, Mathematics and other related
subjects are addressed, as well as a further breakdown of these competency goals into concrete
learning goals closely related to the SCP themes.
Below are examples of learning outcomes taken from IMYC, Unit Responsibility (Year 8) and the
examples of possible breakdown into learning goals which can be achieved through SCPs in topic
waste:
Learning outcome from the IMYC, Unit Responsibility (Y 8) within the Science, Mathematics and
Geography subjects:
That students:




Develop a deeper understanding of the relationship between living things and the environment in which they
live (Science)
Record, organise and represent categorical, discrete and continuous data (Mathematics)
Develop an understanding of how and why people seek to manage and sustain their environment (Geography)

Concretized as learning goals for SCPs in topic waste:

https://www.udir.no/lk20/overordnet-del/prinsipper-for-laring-utvikling-og-danning/tverrfaglige-temaer/2.5.3barekraftig-utvikling/?lang=eng
4
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That students:




Develop a deep understanding of the effects of plastic waste on the local ecosystem (Science)
Collect and record data which they organise and present to support their findings when exploring the impact
of waste through numerical data (Mathematics)
Understand the methods used and the reasons for waste management in the local community to maintain and
improve the local environment (Geography)

More examples of learning outcome in the subjects can be found in the IMYC1.
c) Inquiry skills and scientific reasoning
Below are examples of learning outcomes from IMYC1, Unit Responsibility (Year 8) dealing with
inquiry skills and scientific reasoning. Each of these learning outcomes can/should be concretized
into learning goals within the SCPs themes (e.g. waste or energy), see example at point b) above.
Learning outcomes from IMYC, Unit Responsibility (Year 8)
Science






Select a scientific issue to investigate and formulate a research question that recognises a potential
relationship between two variables, and generate a hypothesis
Plan an investigation and make predictions
Select appropriate apparatus and sampling groups, and identify health and safety issues
Make systematic and accurate measurements to gather data to test a hypothesis
Record and present findings accurately using the most appropriate medium, scientific vocabulary and
conventions

Personal Dispositions









Be able to ask and consider searching questions related to the area of study
Be able to plan and carry out investigations related to these questions
Be able to collect reliable evidence from their investigations
Be able to use the evidence to draw sustainable conclusions
Be able to relate the conclusions to wider issues
Be able to move between conventional and more fluid forms of thinking
Be able to identify and consider issues raised in their studies
Be able to draw conclusions and develop their own reasoning

d) Relevance of science in everyday life and scientific literacy
MOST SCPs’ learning impact is boosted through working with real‐life problems that raise interest
in finding relevance of science in everyday life and promoting scientific literacy. Below are examples
of learning outcomes from IMYC1, Unit Responsibility (Year 8) related to this aspect.
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Learning outcomes from IMYC, Unit Responsibility (Year 8)

Science


Know that the study of science is concerned with investigating and understanding the animate and inanimate
world around them

International Mindedness


Be able to show consideration for others when making choices and decisions both in and outside of the school
community

Personal Dispositions




Know about the varying needs of other people, other living things and the environment
Be able to show respect for the needs of other people, other living things and the environment
Be able to act in accordance with the needs of other people, other living things and the environment

Sustainable Development Goals
In addition to the subjects, IMYC also has links to the SDGs and for the responsibility unit the SDGs
which are included are:
11: Sustainable Cities and Communities
12: Sustainable Consumption and Production

Each of these learning outcomes can/should be concretized into learning goals within the SCPs
themes (e.g. waste or energy), see example at point b) above.
e) Collaborative and communicative skills
Below are examples of learning outcomes from Cambridge Lower Secondary2 English and Norwegian
and from IMYC1, Unit Responsibility (Y8) related to developing collaborative and communicative
skills:
Cambridge Lower Secondary English and Norwegian




Make conscious language choices to shape the intended purpose and effect on the reader
Use a range of sources to develop and extend the range of language used in written work
Use a range of organisational features to achieve particular effects with purpose and audience in mind
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Establish and sustain a clear and logical viewpoint throughout non-fiction writing
Write to express multiple viewpoints
Make an informed choice about how to present information when making notes, including the use of multiple
styles, and use notes to inform writing
Use the most appropriate text layout and presentation to create impact and engage the audience
Evaluate and edit to improve the accuracy and effectiveness, in relation to identified purpose and audience,
of language, grammar and structure in a range of different texts

Speaking and Listening
Making yourself understood



Adapt speech judiciously in a range of familiar and unfamiliar contexts to maximise its impact on the audience
Sustain an effective organisation of talk in a range of familiar and unfamiliar contexts

Group work and discussion





Independently identify and take up group roles as needed, and demonstrate expertise
Explore points of agreement and disagreement to gain a greater understanding of the issues and meet the
needs of the task
Shape the direction and content of a discussion with well-judged contributions
Demonstrate the ability to compromise during turn-taking to prioritise the achievement of the intended
outcome of the discussion

IMYC‐ Responsibility (Year 8)
Personal Dispositions
Communication




Be able to make their meaning plain using appropriate verbal and non-verbal forms
Be able to use a variety of tools and technologies to aid their communication
Be able to communicate in a range of different contexts and with a range of different audiences

Collaboration




Understand that different people have different roles to play in groups
Be able to adopt different roles depending on the needs of the group and on the activity
Be able to work alongside and in cooperation with others to undertake activities and achieve targets

Each of these learning outcomes can/should be concretized into learning goals within the SCPs
themes (e.g. waste or energy), see example at point b) above.
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